Spring Programme 2020

BALLYFERMOT | CABRA | COOLOCK

Children’s Art in Libraries:

Creative
Hubs
Brought to you by

Dublin City Arts Office and Libraries

Location: Coolock & Ballyfermot & Cabra

Location: Ballyfermot

The Quiet Tree –
I AM BABA, created by director Anna
Newell and composer David Goodall, was
the International Early Childhood Arts
Commission funded by the 4 Dublin Local
Authorities in 2017 through Arts Council
Ireland’s Invitation to Collaboration Fund and
is currently on national tour supported by the
Arts Council.

I am BABA –
Anna Newell Company

Anna Newell has been making theatre
adventures for people of all ages to watch
and to take part in since 1989. She created
the world’s first BabyDay, introduced theatre
for children and young people with PMLD
(Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties)
into Ireland. Her work for Early Years
audiences has been seen on six continents.

Event Details

I AM BABA, is a magical adventure of song,
lights and textures for babies aged 0-12
months. It’s a show about identity, agency and
personhood and can be enjoyed by even the
youngest baby. I AM BABA is full of gorgeous
live harmony singing and playful objects –
jellyfish-like scarves dance and tiny lights fly
in this intimate immersive performance which
happens inside a specially designed tent that
holds just 6 babies – each with their one adult
guest. During this relaxed performance, lasting
around 20 minutes, footwear will be removed
before entering the tent so as to explore textures.
Once inside all you need to do is sit back and
relax and let your baby look, feel and respond.

Dates : 20 & 21 February
Times 10.30am and 11.30am
Age: 0 -12 months
Booking required: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie

The Quiet Tree is traditional Irish musical
adventure for young children and tells
the story of the creatures of Whistleberry
Forest who have discovered a little oak tree
growing deep in the woods. However, there
are no birds singing, no leaves rustling, and
no animals scurrying around its trunk.
This delightful show takes children and
accompanying adults on a journey through
the forest where they sing and dance, and help
Ornaith the owl, Sorley the snail, and Faolán
the frog bring the little oak tree to life.
Thomas Johnston is a musician, educator
and researcher, creating ties in those spaces
between Irish traditional music, performing
arts for children and young audiences,
community music, and music education
practice and policy. As Artistic Director
of Ceol Connected, Thomas produces
Tradoodle Festival, Ireland's first traditional
arts festival exclusively for young audiences.
He also created several traditional music and
theatrical productions for young audiences,
working with a range of community, health
and arts organisations.

Event Details

Ceol Connected

Date : 27 February
Location & booking : Coolock Library
Times: 10.15am and 11.30pm
BOOKING REQUIRED: Coolocklibrary@dublincity.ie
Date: 28 February
Location & Booking : Ballyfermot Library
Times: 10.15am and 11.30pm
BOOKING REQUIRED: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie
Date: 29 February
Location & Booking : Cabra Library
Times: 10.30am and 12:00pm
BOOKING REQUIRED: cabralibrary@dublincity.ie

Duration: 45 minutes | Age: 3-5yrs

Location: Ballyfermot

Location : Coolock

Tales Of
Adventure &
Take Over Tales

Tales of Adventure will culminate in a special
creative drop-in day on Saturday 7th March,
where the characters and stories spill out into
the library for Take Over Tales. It will be ideal
for families to interact in their own way with
sculpture, painting, storytelling, bookmaking
and free play - for families with children aged 2
to 6 years and open from 10am to 1pm.
Órla Kelly is a visual artist, creative
educationalist who has worked with young
children for twenty years in Ireland and
Europe. She is the founder and director of
Early Childhood Creativity, an initiative that

Anne Cradden is passionate about arts
education, and has facilitated adults and
children in a variety of settings. She is currently
artist in residence for Fingal County Council’s
Room 13 project at Tyrellstown Educate
Together NS, where she and the students share
a studio as well as their ideas and experiences.
Anne is one of the Arts Council's Creative
Schools Associates.

March 3,4 & 5 (creches & schools)
Times: 10.15am and 11.40Am
March 7 (families )
Times: 10.15am TIL 1Pm
Location & booking : Coolock Library
BOOKING REQUIRED: Coolocklibrary@dublincity.ie

Age 3-6yrs

Move And
Groove
Creative Dance Workshop
with Monica Muñoz
Tiny dancers will have the opportunity to
show off their moves and learn some new
ones. With sensory props and lots of songs,
this interactive workshop invites little ones
and grown-ups to dance, move and imagine
together, supporting bonding and development
through fun and play. This session blends
movement, music and improvisation. Children
will move, explore and play while exploring
self-expression, confidence and imagination
with their bodies in an atmosphere of fun.

Monica Muñoz is a dancer, choreographer and
educator, originally from Barcelona. She has
extensive experience working through creative
body movement with young children and their
adults giving them the opportunity to move,
dance, play and explore together.Monica believes
that the dance is of particular importance and
relevance for very young children and is often
their natural first language. Monica Muñoz is the
first dancer to receive the John Coolahan Early
Years Artist in Residence at The Ark, A Cultural
centre for Children and will be in residence from
May 2020.

Event Details

Tales of Adventure is designed by Órla Kelly
and Anne Cradden, especially for children aged
3 to 5 years and their adults, to explore the
imaginary and visual world of storytelling, to
bring to life characters and actions that live in
the pages of books through story, dramatic play
and artistic creation.

promotes creative thinking and activity in early
years children and their parents, and supports
artists and educationalists to develop specific
and creative ways of working with early years
children (0-6 years).

Event Details

Stories have gone missing from all the books in
the world. Each day we go on an adventure over
mountains and under the sea, meet hedgehogs,
bears and dragons to see if we can find all the
stolen stories and put them back where they
belong.

Date : 13 March
Times: 10.15am & 11.30 am
BOOKING REQUIRED: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie

Duration: 45 minutes | Age: 3-5yrs

Location: Ballyfermot & COOLOCK

Location : COOLOCK

Princesses Can
Be Pirates
Rhythm Is It!

This interactive dance workshop blends
movement and live percussion. A dancer and
a percussionist invite children and grown-ups
to feel the moves and the groves of music from
different continents on an imaginary journey
across the earth. Participants will move,
explore and play to live music while exploring
self-expression and great moves.
Brian Fleming is a drummer, theatre maker,
and festival director who has performed in over
30 countries and is co-director, since 2007 of the
Big Bang Festival of Rhythm in Dublin.

Event Details

Creative dance Workshop
with Monica Muñoz &
Brian Fleming

Date : 19 March
Location & booking : Coolock Library
Times: 10.15AM & 11.30 AM
BOOKING REQUIRED: Coolocklibrary@dublincity.ie

Duration: 45 minutes | Age: 3-5yrs

Princesses can be Pirates wants to take
children into an adventure to explore dance
and to playfully question what is often
considered “typical” or “normal” behaviour
for girls or for boys, where play is everything
and everywhere. Brave or foolhardy the two
dancers join forces to unknown territories - in
a series of hilarious scrapes and lively escapades
- as they swap toys, costumes and activities - to
defy stereotypes and to break the norm. There
will be dance, acrobatics, hip hop moves and
lots of toys … This show is about children who
want to decide by themselves, for those who
don’t remain sitting for a long time, and those
who like to imagine more than they can see.
With lots and lots of laughter!

Event Details

(Dance Performance)
Presented by Monica Muñoz

Date : 21 March
Location & booking : Coolock Library
Time: 11.00 AM
BOOKING REQUIRED: Coolocklibrary@dublincity.ie
Date : 25 APRIL
Location & booking : BALLYFERMOT Library
Time: 2.00 PM
BOOKING REQUIRED: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie

Duration: 45 minutes | Age: 4-8yrs

Location: Ballyfermot , PEARSE STREET & COOLOCK

Location : CABRA

The Record
Keepers
A visual arts exhibition
for children by Barbara
Knezevic

For The Record Keepers, Barbara was
interested in crystals, minerals, geology and
in particular, Amethyst. Amethyst is a violet
coloured variety of quartz which is thought
to be a cure for various ailments including
nightmares, insomnia and to protect you when
trav-elling.
This exhibition showcases exquisite examples
of Amethyst from Uruguay to create a dis-play
inspired partly by the idea that for many
centuries, humans have believed in the power
of different objects, particularly crystals, to
heal, and to wonder about why that might be.
In this exhibition we can look closely, carefully
touch and take time to appreci-ate these crystal

The Record Keepers exhibition is accompanied
by an extensive series of public and school
events over 6 weeks, curated by The Lab
Gallery/City Arts Office in partnership Temple
Bar Gallery& Studios, and with funding
support from Creative Ireland.

Exhibition open daily
March 23 – April 30
Contact: cabralibrary@dublincity.ie for details of
school and family programme dates

An interactive adventure for
children by Anna Newell
BLUE! is an interactive adventure, developed
by theatre artist Anna Newell. Two performers
will lead children aged 18 months to 4 years
and (sometimes!) their adults in an interactive
session as they design and build a blue
block playground straight out of their own
imagination. Parents, carers and childcare
workers are encouraged to participate in this
active, fun activity as the blue building blocks
take shape all around them.
BLUE! was successfully piloted by DLR Arts
Office with the Peter McVerry Trust, the
DLR Children & Young People’s Services
Committees and Pavilion Theatre. Dublin
City Council is touring BLUE! to Libraries,
family hubs, community and cultural venues,
with funding support from Creative Ireland.
Dublin City Libraries , City Arts Office
and Play Development Office are working
collaboratively to test and support shared
cultural and creative play objectives.

DATE: TUESDAY 23 MARCH , THE LAB, FOLEY ST
TIMES: 10.30 AND 12.00PM
DATE: Wednesday 24 March, Pearse St.
Times: 10:30 and 2.00pm

Event Details

Barbara’s previous exhibitions often include
sculptures and other objects that are staged in
a way to remind us of film sets, photographic
shoots, museum or retail displays that make
us think about the importance of each of these
objects and what their relationship might be to
each other and to us.

formations. The mined crystals are presented
in a display with bright purple stands alongside
printed fabrics, handmade ceramics and
3 video screens. What might be notice as
we look more closely at the handmade and
natural formations of the crystals, the different
textures and colours? What do we believe
might be their power? What is the relationship
or connection between us, these objects, the
earth and each other? Do we believe more
what we can see, what we can touch or what
is presented as special? Can an exhibition
make us feel better? There are just some of the
questions we’ve been thinking about. You may
have more.

Event Details

Dublin City Public Libraries together with
Dublin City Arts Office are pleased to present
this new exhibition by Barbara Knezevic
commissioned especially for children at Cabra
Library.

BLUE!

DATE: Friday 27 March, Coolock
Times: 10.30 and 2.00pm
DATE: Tuesday 31 March Ballyfermot
Times: 10.30 and 2.00pm
BOOKING REQUIRED
PLEASE CONTACT INDIVIDUAL LIBRARIES FOR DETAILS

Duration: 40 minutes | Age: 18 mths.-4yrs

Location : CABRA

Booking details
Please note:
All events are free of charge but booking is required for all
events unless otherwise stated

For further information on programme events

Sculptunes
An interactive sculptural
and noisy exhibition for
5 years and under by
Helen Barry
‘Sculptunes’ is an installation of multi-sensory
interactive sound-sculptures that invites early
years children and the grown ups in their
world to explore music, colour, texture, visual
dexterity, sounds and sound making through
actions and movement. It has been designed
with very young children including babies
to ensure that ‘Sculptunes’ is robust enough
and engaging enough for the very tiny to roll,
jump, listen, bump, shout, push, pull, squash,
crawl, whisper, stand still in, on, around and
under in a safe and playful manner.

Email

Ballyfermot Library

01 - 626 9324

ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie

Cabra Library

01 – 869 1414

cabralibrary@dublincity.ie

Coolock Library

01 – 8477781

coolocklibrary@dublincity.ie

Pearse St. Library

01 – 674 4888

pearsestreetlibrary@dublincity.ie

The LAB

01 – 2227846

artsoffice@dublincity.ie

Brought to you by Dublin City Art Office and Libraries
Creative Hubs sustain high quality arts experiences for children, schools and families to access in their
Library and locality, through partnership.
If you are interested giving feedback, in connecting with, building a development partnership, or
simply finding out more about Children’s Art in Libraries Creative Hubs programme, we would love
to hear from you. Please contact Dublin City Arts Office or Dublin City Libraries.

Event Details

‘Sculptunes’ was developed with support from the four
Dublin Local Authorities, The Arts Council and the
National Concert Hall.

Telephone

Welcome to The Spring programme for Children’s Art in Libraries: Creative Hubs

The pieces are suitable for small babies to 5
year olds to explore, learn and play either on
their own or with their older siblings, parents
and care-givers.
In conjunction with the Sculptunes exhibition
Helen will run sound and rhythm based
workshops designed for early years children,
their parents and care-givers.

Location

Dates : MONDAY – THURSDAY 20 -23 APRIL
(CRECHES & SCHOOLS)
Times: 10am & 11.30am
Saturday 25 April (family audience)
Times: 10.30 & 12.30
BOOKING REQUIRED: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie

Duration: 40 minutes | Age: 0-5yrs

E: artsoffice@dublincity.ie 01 - 222 7846
E: librarydevelopment@dublincity.ie 01 – 6744843
Brought to you by

Dublin City Arts Office and Libraries, with support from Creative Ireland

